
Very Task Seating



When you spend 90 percent of your 
time at work indoors, health and 
well-being are a top priority—and 
an important recruiting strategy. 
People accomplish a variety of tasks 
throughout the day. Comfortable, 
ergonomic seating enables people to 
feel well and perform their best.

Very® seating features chairs and stools for 
private offices, conferencing, cafeterias, 
medical centers, classrooms—and all points in 
between. It’s a multi-dimensional family with a 
broad application range, fresh colors, essential 
ergonomics, and comfort—proving you value for 
your people and how they feel at work.



Universal Appeal

Born out of global, science-driven design, Very seating offers 
personalized comfort for a variety of seated activities while 
supporting an organization’s sustainability strategies. Users will 
appreciate versatility in function; designers will welcome refined 
aesthetics and visual consistency throughout the building.  

Foundational Research

Haworth collaborates with ergonomic research 
and development partners to understand the 
physical relationship between a person and their 
seating options. With Very seating, we applied this 
knowledge to solve a problem that organizations 
deal with every day: how to best support people 
while seated at work.  



A Chair for Every Purpose

There’s a Very chair for everyone. The task chair features 
patented asymmetrical lumbar support, and supportive 
mesh to enhance comfort. Easy-to-use adjustments let each 
person precisely tune Very to their preferences. Seminar and 
conference seating provide intuitive recline and side-to side 
torsional flex for mobility and comfort. 



Design Choices

The comprehensive Very family includes task and conference 
seating, wire stackers and stools, and side and seminar chairs 
to outfit your entire space. Very task chair suits any style with 
a range of boldly colored mesh, rich digital knits, and a wide 
variety of upholstery options—including bleach cleanable 
fabrics, leathers, and faux leathers. Choose an upholstered 
back jacket for a greater ease in cleaning. Side and confer-
ence chairs complement your decor with design flexibility to 
meet your specific needs.  

Statement of line may vary by global region. 





Aligning People and Space for  
Optimal Performance  

Your people, organization, and facilities are at 
the center of everything we do. We help create 
spaces that solve for your business needs— 
resulting in effective people and efficient use of 
real estate. 

To learn more, visit haworth.com/very.
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